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The King of the Island

Tu Whitoo Tu Whitoo

1. Tu Whitoo Tu Whitoo (Kenya)
Overcoming fears, promoting kindness
Lucy and Wiz help a baby lioness overcome her fears.
Their actions demonstrate that making an effort to understand
another can lead to friendship. Your child will learn how to face
his or her fears and conquer them.

6. The King of the Island (Indonesia)
Respecting elders, taking care of people
Asked to help select the right heir to succeed the king of the island,
Lucy and Wiz follow the two princes around the island looking for
qualities that would go towards making a good king. Your child will
learn that respecting elders, taking care of people and selflessness
are qualities that make for a good leader.
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2. Up the Mountain (Japan)
Making difficult tasks easy, conquering goals
Lucy and Wiz learn how to support someone smaller than them
to climb Mount Fuji. Up the Mountain is an inspirational story that
encourages children to conquer their goals by taking small steps
and enjoying the beauty around them along the way. Your child
will learn how to cope with big challenges by taking little steps.
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The Sweetest Monster

7. The Sweetest Monster (Scotland)
Not being prejudiced, making friends
Lucy and Wiz encounter a tall girl named Nessie who looks
very different from them. Lucy accepts Nessie, but Wiz must
overcome his initial judgments to realize that he and Nessie are
very much alike. Your child will learn to accept everyone, no
matter what their appearance is like.
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Pineapple Party

The Hole in the Boat

3. Pineapple Party (Hawaii)
Listening carefully, learning from mistakes
Lucy and Wiz discover the value of listening carefully before
taking action. Through this insightful story, children learn that
actions have consequences. Your child will learn how to examine
his or her mistakes; stop, think and learn how to do better
next time.

9. Big Chief Wiz (America)
Responsibility, courage
Wiz wants to be in the shoes of the Big Native American Chief
and enjoy the power that comes with the position, but he must
learn that being powerful means being responsible and brave.
Big Chief Wiz teaches children that one cannot gain respect
only through outward appearances. Your child will learn that
respect must be earned, and that this takes time and effort.
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4. An Adventure at Sea (Pacific Ocean)
Kindness, helping friends
Lucy and Wiz go on a cruise where Lucy has the opportunity to
take a wild dolphin home. In An Adventure at Sea, Lucy learns
the value of compassion and kindness by putting herself in the
shoes of another creature. Your child will learn that kindness
brings good feelings, and is reciprocated.
TM
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5. The Talented Elephant (India)
Everyone is unique and talented, focus on strengths
Lucy and Wiz meet a majestic and strong elephant who is sad
because he cannot do what the other animals can. Together,
Lucy and Wiz help the elephant discover that he can do other
amazing things that make him unique. Your child will learn that
everyone has different strengths and weaknesses, and that
is okay.

8. The Hole in the Boat (Arctic)
Doing things on time, work ethic
In this intricate story, a young polar bear keeps putting off
repairing his boat. Because of this, he loses the chance to win a
race and a prize. The Hole in the Boat explains the idea of
procrastination. Your child will learn that delaying short-term
gratification can lead to an even better prize later on.
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Big Chief Wiz

10. The Ice Cream Princess (Russia)
Valuing friendship, recognizing people
Wiz neglects his friendship with Lucy when he meets a
glamorous new best friend. Wiz soon learns that his new
“friend” is very greedy and wants to take advantage of him for
her own needs. Your child will learn that loyalty is a very
important value of friendship, and that it is something that
cannot be bought.
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11. Always Hung Lee (China)
Choosing words carefully, taking a stand
Lucy and Wiz learn about different cultures. Through their
travels, Lucy and Wiz discover that everyone is different and
unique, and that they need to accept this truth. Your child will
learn that one has to respect the differences in others and that
a child needs to stand up for him- or herself when hurt by words.

Leaning Values with Lucy and Wiz can help your child build the right attitude, develop
emotional intelligence and become a good human being! And this User Guide will help
you achieve just that.

First things first
Check that you have received all the components shown on the cover.
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Make the 15 storybooks as accessible to your child as possible.
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12. The Castle on the Beach (Brazil)
Giving due credit, friendship
Lucy and Wiz learn that acknowledging someone else’s
success does not lessen what they have to offer. This lesson
demonstrates that friendship and trust are the true basis for
happiness. Your child will learn that jealousy can ruin a
relationship and that fame is temporary.

The storybooks are grouped in three sets that are graded by level of difficulty, so
it’s best to read them in order, at least the first time round. However, it’s ok for
your child to read any story at any time.
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13. The Scavenger Hunt (Australia)
Politeness, courtesy
Lucy and Wiz must learn that the key to winning the Scavenger
Hunt is to stop and listen carefully. This insightful story illustrates
why being polite, courteous and helpful is important, and that
kind actions are reciprocated. Your child will learn that he or she
must be patient and listen before acting, and also that kindness
is reciprocated.

14. The Sphinx’s Nose (Egypt)
Honesty, courage to own up
Lucy and Wiz meet an Egyptian Sphinx that might need a new
nose. In this book they are introduced to new words, and learn
interesting facts about a new land and the Seven Wonders of
the World. Your child will learn the value of having the courage
to own up to a mistake, and that speaking the truth leads to a
better understanding between people.

Storybooks
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It’s highly recommended that parents (or teachers if the series is being used in a
school) familiarize themselves with the stories in order to have follow-up
conversations with the child. This can easily be achieved by reading the stories for
yourself or by reading along with your child.
There is a ‘Foreword by Colin Rose’ at the beginning of each book, which tells you a
little bit about the story and what your child will learn.

Colin Rose is the consultant for this series. He is a specialist in
developing learning and thinking skills in young children. Colin is
also a fellow in the Royal Society of Arts, a founder member
of the UK Campaign for Learning, a member of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science, and a senior
member of the Royal Society of Medicine.
You can ask your child questions about the story to reinforce the values learned,
and apply them to daily life. Some appropriate questions might be:
What did you like best about the story?
Where were Lucy and Wiz in this story?
Would you like to go to…? Why?
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The Treasure Seekers

15. The Treasure Seekers (Amazon rainforest)
Teamwork, sharing rewards
Lucy and Wiz participate in a Treasure Hunt. They learn the
important lessons of teamwork, cooperation, staying together,
having fun together, and sharing. Your child will learn that being
able to work with others in order to achieve a common goal is
an essential life lesson.

Who was your favorite character?
How did you feel when…?
What will you do if…?
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There are activities at the end of each story. Feel free to make copies if you
are using the series for more than one child, or if you would like your child to
re-use the activity sheets. You may also download printable sheets from the
Learning Time website.

Listening to the stories with Eltee Pen
Eltee Pen is an audio-learning device that is supplied with Time to Learn, and can
also be used with Learning Values with Lucy and Wiz.

There are at least 10 good reasons to invest some time
and effort in using the series with your child. The series:
1. Teaches good behavior, builds character, and helps them become good human

beings

Please familiarize yourself with all the functions and
features of Eltee Pen by reading the User Manual that
comes with it.
It’s best to do a few rounds of reading the storybooks
without the Eltee Pen at first. Your child must experience
the joys of reading before being exposed to technology.
You can listen to the stories in a number of different
languages, as listed on the title page of each book.
Listening to the stories in English will develop reading skills, correct pronunciation
and improve your child’s English.

2. Enhances emotional intelligence, helping children understand how their actions

affect others
3. Introduces children to countries and gives them an appreciation for cultures of the

world
4. Develops a love for real books and stories at an early age
5. Improves imagination through fantastic stories and wonderful narration
6. Sharpens listening skills and helps with correct pronunciation
7. Introduces useful vocabulary and provides an opportunity for language learning
8. Encourages quality time between parents and children, and strengthens

parent-child bonding
9. Provides clean entertainment and a break from traditional learning activities

Please see the instructions below on how to use Eltee Pen with the storybooks, so
that you can teach your child. Don’t be surprised if they have figured it out before
you read this!

Activation and language selection
1. Turn Eltee Pen on.
2. Open any book to the title page,
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Tu Whitoo Tu Whitoo
A book about overcoming our fears

Place the Eltee Pen on the icon to activate

and activate Eltee Pen for that book
by scanning the icon at the top of
the page. You will hear the welcome
message.
3. Now you can either continue in

English, or select another language
from the choices at the bottom. You
will hear another message.
4. Now you can listen to the story

Choose a language:
Arabic (

French

)

Bahasa Indonesia

English

Cebuano

Hiligaynon

Tagalog

Ilokano

Urdu (

)

through the icons on every page.
You may change the language at
any time by going back to the
title page.

10. Helps parents make their child happier, healthier, smarter and a better human being

Important Note: Some products may not be available in your country
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